FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
ENGLISH EDITION TRADING CARD GAME “LUCK & LOGIC” TO BE DISCONTINUED

Singapore (January 23, 2017) – Bushiroad announced that production for the English edition Trading
Card Game, “Luck & Logic”, will cease after its final product, BT05 “Trance Re:union” is released on
March 31, 2017.
After the discontinuation, “Luck & Logic” players will still be able to continue participating in monthly
shop tournaments with PR card prizes until the end of December 2017. In addition, as part of the
Bushiroad Championship Series 2017 lineup, “Luck & Logic” Regional Championships will be held at eight
locations worldwide. The champion of each Regional Championship will receive a fully sponsored
invitation to compete in the 2018 World Finals in Japan.
Some changes will also take place in the Japanese edition “Luck & Logic” scene, with a new rule
denoting that English edition cards for the trading card game can be used in Japanese edition
tournaments held outside of Japan. This will apply to all players worldwide and commence from
February 1, 2017. Only English edition cards are allowed at English edition tournaments.
For fans of the accompanying animation series of the same name, “Luck & Logic” has been confirmed for
a second season and details about its broadcasting schedule will be available at a later date.
For more information:
TCG “Luck & Logic” website: http://luck-and-logic.com/
TV anime “Luck & Logic” website: http://luckandlogic-animation.com/
“Luck & Logic” Twitter: @luck_and_logic
“Luck & Logic” Facebook: http://www.facebook.com/lucknlogic/
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Bushiroad Inc. is an entertainment company known for developing Cardfight!! Vanguard, Future Card
Buddyfight, Weiss Schwarz, Luck & Logic and other card games, promotional items, smartphone
applications around the world.
Bushiroad Inc. consists of 7 sub-entities: Bushiroad Inc., Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd, Bushiroad
USA Inc., Bushiroad Europe GmbH, Bushiroad Media, Bushiroad Music, and New Japan Pro-Wrestling
Co., Ltd.
Bushiroad South East Asia Pte Ltd was established in Singapore on November 12, 2011 in order to
expand the overseas market for Bushiroad card games.
Bushiroad USA Inc. was established in Los Angeles, California on May 18, 2012, to better cater to the
growing demand and interest in Bushiroad products from both players and retailers in the USA.
Bushiroad Europe GmbH was established in Duisburg, Germany on October 28, 2014 to support and
service Organized play and marketing in the European Region.
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